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Introduction

Algorithm Flow

The paper proposes an unsupervised image segmentation
method based on texton similarity and mode seeking.








The image is convolved with a filter-bank, followed by soft
clustering on its filter response to generate textons.
The input image is then superpixelized where each belonging pixel is regarded as a voter and a soft voting histogram is constructed for each superpixel by averaging its
voters’ posterior texton probabilities.
The distribution of superpixel histograms is modeled nonparametrically in the histogram space, using KullbackLeibler divergence and kernel density estimation.
Use a modified mode seeking method (convex shift) to
group superpixels and generate segments.

Segmentation performance of the proposed method outperforms many traditional mode seeking based segmentation
methods.
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We

generate coarsely and finely superpixelized images with more than 200 and 1000 superpixels respectively. For each coarse superpixel and fine superpixel, softly vote its texton frequency by averaging posterior texton probabilities over all member pixels and construct a histogram for each superpixel.
The set of coarse superpixels are the basic units we want to cluster to generate final segmentations, while the set of fine superpixels serve as mode seeking samples for probability density estimation.
For each coarse superpixel, a histogram kernel and a spatial kernel are initialized with respect to the superpixel histogram and superpixel spatial location. Mode seeking is then
performed for each coarse superpixel based on samples (fine superpixel histograms and
spatial locations).
Joint kernel density estimation of histogram space and spatial space
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Mode Seeking Step
Histogram space kernel shift
For the l-th iteration, finding the shifted kernel location of
the l+1-th step becomes solving the following constrained
convex optimization problem:

Spatial space kernel shift
For each iteration, the spatial kernel shift can be calculated
as follows: (Same with traditional mean shift)
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An example of segmentation results by different mode seeking methods. (a)
The original image. (b) Segmentation generated by mean shift. (c) Segmentation generated by quick shift. (d) Result obtained by the proposed algorithm, showing considerable improvement in terms of segmentation quality.
Notice that although there is no human interaction, the produced foreground object segment highly overlaps the groundtruth.

Experimental Results

is the histogram space kernel
is the histogram of the i-th
sample (fine superpixel)
is the spatial space kernel
is the spatial location of the i-th sample (fine superpixel)

Superpixelization

Comparison of segmentation results obtained by different
methods. For every 7 rows, row 1 to 7 respectively correspond
to the original images and results produced by quick shift,
mean shift, FCR[1], PRIF[2], gPb-owt-ucm[3] and the proposed
method.

Segmentation Result
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